First of all, a bit about me.
I’m 25 years old, taught myself how to code at age 13, dropped out of high school at age 17,
left my low income country at age 21 to move to Germany and work for a big software
company(you have definitely seen our ads on TV).
After a few years I got tired of working for someone else and quit my job, in a country where
I don’t even speak the language. I then started a consulting business to help companies
make money and create long term value for their clients. But I like to run passive income
things on the side, and this is what I will share with you today.
I’ve had months where I made close to 10,000€, and other where I lost money. It’s too easy
to promote one’s methods when you just look at a small time period, I also made 875€ in a
single day, maths says I made 26,000€+ in a onth, but it only actually worked one day, not at
all impressive, right?
I don’t care for that shit, I want to show you methods that last a long time and create actual
value for your clients/users.
Ok, now will get straight to the point.
Your expectations about ebooks and methods are wrong. The people selling the ebooks
know how to sell, and that’s all they know how to do. Sales tactics are amazing, but they are
extremely manipulative, and you’re being manipulated, nothing more. They’re just selling
public/saturated methods in a nice package, the content is worthless.
There are like 3 things you need to learn:
1) How to sell
2) Where to find your audience
Ok, I lied, that’s just 2 things, if you have an audience and know how to sell, you can sell
whatever shit you want, which is exactly what the ebook sellers do on HF!

PLEASE STOP BUYING EBOOKS, you’re
wasting your money.
All the information is available for free, but the catch is: you need to look for it yourself, you
even might need to change how you think in order to absorb more information.
I’m a transparent guy, so I will tell you what I’m doing here.

I started a youtube channel that will show you my personal journey from $0 to $100,000 per
month(passively, my business income won’t count towards this, unless it becomes passive),
I will show my mistakes and my wins, and share everything with you, for free, completely
unbiased!
The information is simply too much to fit into an ebook, so yeah, I told you this would be
different than what you expected, because this ebook will be a series of videos.
The videos will depend on your questions, so PLEASE ask me anything, I have experience
in the typical money making methods, but I want to go a few steps further, $100,000 per
month is a lot of money, I will need to do some very counterintuitive things. And the best part
is, I’m using my money and my time, so if I fail you just watch without risking anything.
Are you unsure about a certain method? I will try it for you and report back, no bullshit, you
don’t risk anything.
I could use some more aggressive sales tactics to promote my channel, but I don’t want to
do that, so here’s a simple link, no clickbait titles, no clickbait thumbnails, just a link. Visit if
you want to, or ignore it.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQN8ac-tayixYmPobG_HNwg
Notice how there is no tinyurl/adfly shit, I literally just want to share what I learn with you,
some close friends really enjoyed it and I decided to show everyone.
I only have one video at the moment, but I will share the title of some future videos that are
to come, keep in mind I have already done a lot of this, this time I’m just recording and
sharing:
1) How cynicism is destroying your life, and how to use it in your favour
2) Learning to sell by going out on the street and literally trying to sell stuff to people(in
a foreign language)
3) How to validate your idea for free before investing
4) You’re being manipulated by yourself, learn to stop it & improve your life
5) Find or make your audience
6) I try affiliate marketing and share all I learn with you
7) I try dropshipping and share all I learn with you
8) Starting a SaaS business in one week
I hope you’re not disappointed by this, feel free to give me feedback via private message
and bump the thread if you genuinely liked the content, the world’s best free video
ebook(what the fuck?) is waiting for you!

